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About This Game

It's 2048, and life has never been better. Humanity is thriving, technology is booming, poverty and hunger are all but eradicated.
Wars and unrest are the talks of the past; the world is as united as it's ever been. Aging can be stopped while terminal illnesses

are conquered one by one – you don't have to die if you don't want to. Too bad many folks never lived to see the day.

Michael is one of those folks, a bright twenty-something destined to meet his end before wonders of science can save him. But
maybe it doesn't have to be this way. Back in 2018, an unlikely visitor appears, claims that she has traveled back in time, and

that Michael can join them in the future – if only he does some work first…

Features

A story-focused experience that plays like a point-and-click adventure, reads like an RPG, and feels like a visual novel.

An old-school dialogue system, equally good for slowly learning every little detail or quickly moving through the main
plot.

Five chapters plus prologue, united in a single narrative but diverse and self-contained enough to tell little stories of their
own.

Enough jokes and references to forget about the daily horrors of human condition. For a little while. Probably.

Approximate word count: 125,000. Play time: 4 to 8 hours (depending on your reading speed and thoroughness).
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An extensive and atmospheric electronic soundtrack by the amazing artists of the Creative Commons community.

A number of UI customization options to keep those walls of text as readable for everyone as possible.

Modest system requirements (a decade-old PC should do).

You'll have some choices, but they don't really matter. Or do they?
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Title: Supposedly Wonderful Future
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dmitry Zagumennov
Publisher:
Dmitry Zagumennov
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: 2GHz with SSE2 support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English
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supposedly wonderful future review. supposedly wonderful future steam. supposedly wonderful future

There are 12 characters. Of the 12, only 3 can deal damage. The rest of the characters are specialized roles unable to deal
damage. And all characters can be attacked, there's no hiding support characters off the main road to keep them out of harm's
way. For example, within the cleric family, each character can cast only one type of buff (haste, heal, or strengthen) and cannot
attack. Same with archers: the main archer can deal damage, but the slowing archer and poison archer can only add their effect.
Since characters can only perform their one narrow role, buffs\/support eat up more resources than they're worth.

Each character can be upgraded twice and twice only. And upgrades are done between levels. So in the beginning of each level,
the characters overwhelm each wave easily, but by the third or fourth wave (of five), tables are turned and its the level three
heroes who are easily overpowered.

For each role-character, there is an enemy counter. For example, within the warrior family there is a tank that can absorb but
not damage. You can out a tank right on the path, but enemies can leave the path to go around the tank, and some enemies can
go through the tank, and there are suicide bombers who can blow up multiple tanks in one hit. And even regular enemies can
wear down tanks if the tanks aren't complimented with archers or warriors, because the tanks don't deal damage.

And all this wouldn't be so bad if the charaters could be instructed. For example, archers, focus on suicide bombers, or
something like that. But everyone just focus on the most forward enemy.

This would be n uninspired flash game on kongregate or armor games or something. But on Steam? For five dollars?!? Pass, my
friends. Pass.. I loves this game as a kid and I'll love it as an adult.

I'm surprised how well it runs on Windows 10. Some of the dialogue skips bit other than that it's playable.

If you successfully complete the game, you basically prevent WW1, WW2, and the Russian Revolution. The pros of this are
millions of lives saved. The con is we'd probably not be playing this game right now because due to these wars we advanced
greatly in science and technology.

10/10 MUST FIND THE RUBIYAT. I started out this game happy and extremely glad i can get another game.

5 hours later though, i almost punched a hole through my laptop.

My hand is twitching.

9/10 would almost punch a hole through technology again. Are the voiceovers missing on purpose? That just seems weird to me
and bothers me.

The game is OK, but objectives are not always clear. Some things were not intuitive and I had to just keep clicking around until
something finally happened.. To find the book, go to your steam folder => common => Europa Universalis IV => ebook

It will be waiting for you there in pdf, epub, and mobi formats.

As for the book itself, I've only gotten through the intro so far, but I think there will be plenty in here that can be useful when
playing EUIV, or in, just, you know, LIFE. And for only $2.

Will update the review when I'm finished. Maybe.. I enjoyed this game (^=^)!. One of my favorite games. The action is
straightforward 3-marble, but the graphics, sounds, and pace are just right. There are no frilly side goals and no cut scenes. Even
the levelling up is done for you so you can get back to shooting those Tron-ish marbles without interruption. It's the only game
of this sort that I've replayed many times.. As this game stands now I absolutely can't recommend it to anyone. It hasn't been
updated in a long time and at this point I would be surprised if it ever will be. At it's current state it's not worth your time:

- Except for the main character Cyril, the voice acting sounds like somebody recorded it with a potato
- The sound effects in this game sound really cheap and cheesy
- While I personally don't mind outdated 3D graphics or even pixelated 2D graphics, this game combines cartoonish 3D
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environment with 2D sprites for characters and it looks absolutely horrendous. They would have been better off sticking to
either 2D or 3D
- The animations are done very poorly and do not look smooth at all
- The combat system is very clunky and needs a serious rework. You end up using hit and run tactics in order to kill any enemy
who doesn't die in 2 hits. You have very little control to aim your flames so most of the time you won't hit anything with it
- Currently the game only has 2 short levels

The only selling points of this game are that you play as a dragon and that the voice actor of the dragon did really well.
Unfortunately 2 positive points are not enough compared to the faults this game has. Perhaps they will update this game one
day, who knows? But until then it is just a bad game that needs serious work.. this game is the best wave tower defense game i
have played its hard and. can we get a sound track please?
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i love it is easy to use intuitive and reduce time in the animation pipeline.
easy to create diferent characters animations with character map.
easy to create bones and join with the sprites.
easy to export the projects.
constantly updates.
constantly repair bugs and errors.
have a great list of tutoriales and examples with the software.. I love this game :D <3 so addicting. 11/10 .

When I'm Bored , this game is my game.. Had a blast. It saddens me seeing this Asymmetrical VR game die off, this would been
an awesome game to play with my friend, just derp around and build a pillow fort-

If dev reads this, dont give up! lots of love. 9\/10 friggin love this game. Instead of writing an essay due in 2 days or going out
this Friday night, I found myself determined to beat this game.

After being called out as a fake fan, I bought this game and was not disappointed. This game is the same genre as the "World's
Hardest Game" flash game, meaning that the goal is to get from point A to point B without touching anything except coins and
keys. The controls took some getting used to (I'm still not entirely used to them even after beating the game), as did the
seemingly very precise hitboxes on everything, which can be both a good thing and a bad thing. As for presentation and
graphics, what you see in the screenshots is what you get, for better or for worse. Personally I find it charming. The story is
original, if not somewhat barebones. There is a twist in the form of the final boss, literally in that it was an unexpected story
development, and in a meta way, as originally it seemed to be some plot point that was shoehorned in, but turned out to fit into
the story well after some dialogue. Speaking of the final boss, it seemed to be unintentionally and incredibly hard, thanks to
difficulty keeping track of Steven against the background, as well as excessive RNG elements. The rest of the game's difficulty,
which is generally at the same level as the final boss, feels intentional, which makes completing each level a satisfying relief.

If the visual design of the game is off-putting to you, it probably won't be an enjoyable experience. But at 2 dollars, it's worth
getting for the challenge alone.. This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing broken piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665doesn't even start on full screen, when it does start, 10 fps on loading screen, menu
UIs are clunky, control mapping is a nightmare at best, model rendering don't even wanna \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing go
there and no support for years but this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is still displayed to be purchased on
Steam.

You \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing implement some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing useless anti piracy stuff like "Users
running an illicit copy of the game will find that its visuals degrade and blur as it's played." but do not
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing care how your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game runs? This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
game visuals are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing degraded as it is. Jesus \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Christ.

Bought Arma 3 apex on sale last week not realizing it is from \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bomemia interactive and as soon
as I realized who made that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 refunded it promptly.

This studio is dead to me forever.

Steam should make "Block Studio" menu FFS.. 0.5 Hours (30 Minutes)

Got very repetative to be honest but is challenging. If you like puzzle games or want a challenge play this but i would probably
play this in different sittings. But well worth it!
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